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Pigeon Review is a new literary and art magazine that seeks to publish art and
writing that transports the viewer. Works that may not have found other homes because
they don’t have a plot or follow traditional form. The ideas that have become Pigeon
Review began seven years ago when we wanted to publish local writers and artists in
our hometown, Savannah, GA. While we had the passion, we didn’t have the skills or
time to devote to the project that it deserved. Since then, we’ve worked in art galleries,
held solo shows and been a part of group shows, became a writer and artist in our own
right, edited countless stories for other authors, and worked to help them achieve their
publishing dreams. In the winter of 2020 we realized we could finally use our new skills
and devote the time to a literary and art journal that has become Pigeon Review.

We were blown away to receive over fifty submissions from artists and writers
in our first month. We’re honored to publish work by creators from around the world
and from every walk of life, some who had never been published and others who are
already established. Every story and artwork in the issue transported us to a different
place or time, immersed us in another world, a world that we now get to share with
you.

We hope you enjoy the work as much as we do,
Darcy & Nathaniel
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Two Lives
by Amanda A. Gibson

th
or
AMANDA A . GIBSON

Amanda A. Gibson is an environmental lawyer who
has trasitionsed to writing personal essays and short
stories. She’s currently working on a novel based on
an undercelebrated 19th century female photographer.
Her work has appeared in T he Common (online), Under
the Gum Tree, and Orca, among others.

Each time their car passed the farmhouse with its jumble of outbuildings, Sara saw
domestic bliss. Despite the weathered clapboards and stones piled next to half-finished walls, a
look of decrepitude that ran counter to Sara’s inclination for order, Sara thought the farm was
perfect. As if a tuning fork had been tapped in her body, she positively hummed with peace. As
Sara and her family drove by the farm this time, evening was in its final flush. In the waning
light, Sara saw a woman emerge from a sedan in the driveway. Her silver hair shone luminous
against a backdrop of barns and sheds. In one hand she held a Styrofoam container. Beyond
her a stocky man moved towards the house. Sara leaned forward in the passenger seat, eager
to study these people, who until now had been distant figures driving tractors or shuttling cattle
between pastures.
When Sara’s car passed, the woman in the driveway turned to face their vehicle,
silhouetted against the tiny red and white lights on the open car door. Sara turned too, looking
over her shoulder to examine the woman’s face. For a moment they were tethered, invisibly
linked.
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work, and lots of it, but here, on top of this hill under the expansive sky, freedom.
Then they were by in a rush of displaced air. Sara shifted back into the scallop of the
seat but she remained beside the woman, feeling her lean into the car door to push it closed.
Sara imagined the woman following her husband to the house, carrying the leftovers to the

As the car rounded the curve before the house, Joy could just make out in the ebbing

refrigerator. The linoleum floor, worn from years of boot traffic, would shift and yield beneath

light that it was the same dark blue Acura that had driven by repeatedly for the past few

her feet. The farmer’s wife would pour glasses of water for herself and her husband and they’d

summers. Not many cars passed, so this one had stood out. Joy saw a woman in the passenger

go upstairs, their silence easy and comfortable, their tread on the stairs echoed by the steps

seat craning to look at her. When their eyes locked, something traveled between them, and Joy

before.

felt as if the woman had seen inside her, seen her misery. Joy dismissed the thought with a quick
shake of her head. The woman surely was nothing but carefree -- her car was likely headed to
Sara pressed into the headrest, breathing the aroma of hay and manure carried through

one of the rental houses down on the lake. Joy imagined the woman swimming, maybe with her

the open window. They passed the last of the farm, a collection of hay rakes and plows rusting

kids, maybe sailing one of the small boats with the triangle sails to the other end. In all these

in the hedgerow. How she coveted this hilltop setting, the way the fields expanded under the sky,

years Joy had gone swimming in the lake only a handful of times.

as if pushed up from the slopes below. Every summer she and her family drove by several times
because the farm sat on an indirect route from the main road back to their lake rental. Each

Her mind ran to speculation about how her life could have been different, thoughts she’d

time they turned off the main road, crossed the one-lane bridge spanning the swamp of cattails

been having a lot lately. Joy expected the woman in the car lived back home in a house with

and a profusion of yellow mallow, purple loosestrife, and white Queen Anne’s Lace, and started

updated appliances and air conditioning, a house resting on a rectangle of lawn that would take

the steep, twisty ascent up Rabbit Hill, her spine tingled. At the top, when the canopy parted

only an hour or two to mow. She pictured the woman’s garden, a colorful mix of flowers and

and peeled away and the fields unfolded before them, Sara would realize she’d been holding her

shrubs within a tidy border. The garden would have a buried irrigation system and her husband

breath. Here under an umbrella of blue sky lived an Impressionist landscape: cows and horses

would mulch it for her every spring. Joy envisioned it as if it was her own, where she’d sit on

grazing, grasses ruffling in the breeze, butterflies stuttering through the air. Sunshine lit up the

a bench and drink coffee after seeing her children off to school. She imagined the children

red barns and outbuildings and the green of the John Deere tractor. Even the white farmhouse

climbing the stairs of the bus. The oldest, a boy, looked just like her own son when he was

with its flaking paint and clutter of mismatched porch furniture seemed to glisten. The rusted

young, sturdy and smiling, healthy, and very much alive. And the smaller one, a girl, her face an

cars on blocks and the jumbles of wire and listing fence posts didn’t spoil the beauty.

indistinct pinkish blur – Joy wasn’t sure what a daughter of hers would have looked like. In this
imagined life Joy could choose whether to pick up the dry cleaning or to visit the fabric store

Now, as they left the farm behind, Sara envisioned life there, a spouse who loved her
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for new material for the window seat. Or maybe she’d go to work every day in a city office, with

by her side, working together on a shared dream. She and a fictional husband, whose face was

her own desk and computer, with photos of her husband and children arranged around her cup

grainy and indistinct in her imagination, would get up at dawn and drink coffee before they

holder of pencils and pens. She’d wear pant suits with silk tops and silver chains at her throat.

went to milk the cows and turn them out to pasture. Feeding the chickens, collecting eggs and

At lunch she’d ride down the elevator to the street and go left for the salad bar or go right to eat

scrambling them for breakfast. Afternoons spent pruning apple trees and mending fences. Hard

a sandwich in the park.
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Joy sighed. How she’d welcome freedom from the uncertainty that loomed over them. A

That night she’d demanded to know why he was at it again. As in the past, she’d

week ago her husband found their son unconscious under the hay baler, where he’d crawled to

expected contrition. But as they stood in their bedroom, eyeing each other across the bed,

adjust the threshing mechanism. He’d lain in the half-cut field for a long time, until her husband

instead of talking about the gambling, he told her that he wanted a separation. He planned to

realized he hadn’t heard the tractor roar back to life. It didn’t seem fair to Joy that a 35-year-old

move out after they returned from their vacation, just a few days away. Shocked, she watched

healthy man could have an aneurysm, but the doctors seemed unsurprised. Now their son lay in

his lips move, the face that framed them she once considered so handsome. He was emotionless,

a hospital bed, a white sheet pulled up to his shoulders.

as if he was ordering pizza over the phone. While he spoke, he matched a pile of his socks
strewn on the bed, mechanically rolling the tops of each pair and tossing the joined mates into

A current of air delivered the heady scent of moonflower blooming on the trellis. Joy heard the

his dresser. When he stopped talking, she went to the guest bedroom and cried. For days her

car retreat into the night, the engine’s hum an undercurrent to her husband’s boots on the stairs.

anger and despair were conjoined twins. It took all her self-control to behave normally around

Turning, she pushed the car door hard so it would latch.

her son and daughter.
As they turned onto the lake road, she thought about her husband saying that they

The car passed new houses on large parcels of land. Cool air caressed Sara’s forehead

wanted different things out of life. She didn’t know what she wanted, but until her husband’s

and cheek, pushing her hair aside. She closed her eyes, listening to their daughter in the

announcement she thought it included their family intact. Now she was forced to consider

backseat chatter about her American Girl doll. Their son was silent, no doubt his ears stuffed

otherwise. She realized how much she’d abdicated to her role as wife and mother. The

with ear buds streaming music. The car climbed a short rise and fell again, just enough that

repetitiveness of her days – shopping, cleaning, cooking, driving the kids – she’d been living in

she felt the drop in her stomach. Now her daughter was talking about releasing the doll’s hair

an airless box. She’d loved her former career as a journalist, particularly the special assignments

from a bun and braiding it instead. For a moment Sara put herself in her daughter’s place,

that required travel. Sometimes it would be a small town in the Midwest, sometimes a big city.

abandoning herself to the memory of adoring a doll. Such a simple, uncomplicated love.

But travel interfered with family life, and since her husband earned more money, she’d left her
job when the kids started school. Sara recalled how juiced she’d get following leads, uncovering

Her husband was driving and Sara was careful not to look at his profile. Instead, she
shifted her gaze out the window, just catching the glint of the lake below from their vantage

new things, both the story she was investigating and the places and people. The thrill of
discovery – she missed that.

point at the highest spot on the road. She’d swim again tonight. Night swims had become
regular for her since they’d been at the lake. It was a place she could indulge her sorrow,
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They swooped up the steep driveway to the house, her husband accelerating at the top.

replaying the confrontation with her husband. He’d resumed his habit of calling her long after

Sara couldn’t imagine how treacherous it must be in winter, but the hill afforded a gorgeous

he was supposed to be home from work. But the last time he’d called he didn’t bother to conceal

view of the lake. The 1890s house was a sprawling structure cut into the hill. On the wall inside

it; in the background she could hear the ambient noise of the casino: the metallic bells of the

hung black and white photos of women in puffy dresses and big hats posing on the porch. In

slots, the jangling of coins, the hum of voices intent on winning.

past summers the history permeating the house had delighted her, but now the echo of family
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dinners around the sixteen-seat dining table rubbed her raw. The glass eyes of the massive buck

years of marriage he hadn’t done so enough. She understood, though. Several times in recent

mounted in the living room had once seemed full of mirth but now stared blankly as she and

days she’d found herself in the mud room, inhaling her son’s scent from the extra work clothes he

her husband maneuvered the space between them.

left hanging there. She’d stand, her face in his clothes, the hard knot of pain threatening to choke
her. This was when the thought of life without him would steal into her brain and she’d chase

Her navy swimsuit hung over the towel bar in the bathroom, waiting for her to slip
it on. She’d head down to the lake, eager to feel the water sliding over her limbs. Just like

it away, putting it off for another day, when she’d have to allow it, dark and smothering with its
weight.

air, water took on deeper characteristics of itself at night – it seemed somehow wetter, softer,
more nurturing. She’d float on her back listening. In the moonless darkness, her anger would

From far off a whippoorwill began its insistent trill. The bird would keep calling for hours

dissolve into tears, rolling from her eyes to merge with the lake. Just last night she’d laid like that

– she didn’t know if it was hailing a mate or claiming territory – but she admired its persistence.

until she became aware of the water washing its gentle lullaby against the shore, a short wave,

All living things were like that, really, never giving up. She’d seen a mare push out a foal until her

followed by a long. “I am,” it murmured, “I … am.” She’d whispered back, “I am,” in time

last breath, a hen battling a marauding fox, a sparrow frozen to death still clutching a branch of a

with the waves, until she began to believe it, just a little.

shrub. Only humans let despair get in the way, she thought.
Joy stepped forward, fingers grazing the hood of the Buick as she rounded the car. She

Before making her way into the house, Joy paused to look up. The sky had darkened
to yield stars. On clear nights their abundance was riveting. Sometimes she’d lean out the

pieced her way over the hard-packed dirt to the porch stairs, holding the container of leftover
steak and potatoes. Tomorrow’s lunch before she headed to the hospital to sit beside her son.

upstairs window when she got up from bed to go to the bathroom and imagine the many worlds
out there that might exist. But not tonight. Standing in the driveway Joy sent a prayer to the

At the base of the stairs she looked up. Her husband waited at the top, where, when she

heavens. She saw in her mind’s eye their son lying in the hospital bed, machines doling out his

got there she knew he’d reach for the container. Then he’d hold open the screen door with his

breaths. Try as she might, Joy couldn’t reconcile that image with the one that lived in her soul:

elbow, allowing her to pass into the house, his free hand a guide in her back’s hollow.

the hearty, grinning boy who had grown into a young man with a fierce work ethic and easy
smile.
As she studied the planet shining so brightly just above the horizon (Venus? Mars?), Joy
thought of her husband. At dinner, they’d said little, any talk awkward and pointless with grief a
third party at the table. After the waitress cleared their plates, her husband had reached across
and taken Joy’s hand in his. Thinking about it now, her throat closed, her eyes pricked with
tears. Joy had never seen her husband’s shoulders more stooped, his face so haggard. She’d sense
him watching her as she moved to the refrigerator or hung clothes in the closet, as if in forty
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Electric Candle
by Alfedo Salvatore Arcilesi

Heart pumping faster than her legs, she feared she might kill her mother, feared her father
would catch up to her.
“Cora!”
Oh, no! Daddy’s getting closer, she thought. He’s s’posed to be sleeping.
Ignoring her father's pursuit, Cora ran past the quiet houses lining the quiet street on this
otherwise quiet night. Past the bungalow, home to Mr. King, who had dressed as Santa Claus one
Christmas “'cause he's too busy to do it himself,” Mr. King had explained. Past Ms. Shelley's dark,
leafy lawn, where she hosted Easter egg hunts “‘cause the Easter Bunny's too busy to hide the eggs
himself, so I help out,” Ms. Shelley had assured. Past Dr. Deaver's home that doubled as his dental
office, where he had presented five-year-old Cora with a dollar to commemorate her first lost tooth,
because, well... “The Tooth Fairy's too busy.” Past the houses that remained dark, for their inhabitants
had yet to be awakened by“Cora!” A breath. “Stop!”
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Blazing through a dead intersection, Cora spared a thought for the archetypes on whose

No.

behalf her neighbours claimed to work during their respective seasons. She wondered where they
were: Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, the Tooth Fairy. Wondered if they saw the X-ray, the way she

Impossible.

had. She wondered if they saw the lie. OrThough it was looking that way.
Her heart stopped.
Cora didn't want to think of her mother in that light.
Her mother died.
All the more reason to run.
Her father caught up to her.
“Cora!”
Then a double crash against her small ribcage.
Too close.
And another.
He was quick for someone who was not only old, but had been asleep. They had been
Another.

watching television; he had allowed her to stay up as late as she wanted, a sort of gift—including all
the junk food she could pack into her sugar-and-salt-coated belly—to celebrate her recovery.

Her heart rediscovered its rhythm.
Recovery.
Her mother was still alive.
The X-ray, she thought. The lie.
Her father—in spite of the closing sounds—had yet to catch up to her.
The plan had formed during her time in the hospital, then solidified in her bedroom (after the
Cora's heart had forgotten a pair of beats, one per terrible thought:

doctor deemed it safe enough for her to return home) into something simple, doable. Her footsteps
were light, quiet—the coughing fits had faded to wheezes—and her father had taken to marathon

What if they knew about the lie?

sleeping in the wake of the loss of their beloved matriarch. The cemetery was only seconds away, past
Mr. King's, Ms. Shelley’s, and Dr. Deaver's.

What if they were in on the lie? Them. Mr. King. Ms. Shelley. Dr. Deaver. Daddy. The
doctor.

Of course, Cora had to be careful, for the last time she snuck out of the house she ended up in
the hospital, where the lie had waited to be discovered.
And when she thought she couldn't lose another beat:
Within her.
What if mommy lied to me?
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Tonight, not seconds but minutes ago, Cora had eased away from her father, uncomfortably

the few mourners to leave before it could discreetly perform its job.

sleeping on the other end of the couch. She had tiptoed toward the front door, and after tense
moments with the loud lock and creaky hinges, made her escape. The cold air had stabbed her body,

Cora dove to her knees, and began digging her short fingers into the cold dirt, yanking out

trying to get to that special spot into which it had settled three weeks ago, trying to send her back to

pitiful handfuls. The small craters her fists made quickly filled in with seemingly more black soil than

the hospital. She hadn't intended to run, though she knew she should hurry; there was no guarantee

there had been. Determined, she thrashed at the dirt.

her father would remain asleep.
“What're you...” Quick breaths. “...doing...” More quick breaths. “...Cora!?”
Down the front steps.
She continued the excavation as if her father hadn't finally caught up to her, as if he wasn't
Down the driveway.

witnessing her apparent breakdown, too stunned to take the final steps to seize her, to stop her from
spraying his pants with flung dirt. To stop her from disturbing the ground, his wife, her mother.

To the right, along the sidewalk that had lead her and her father from house to cemetery every
day after their first, ceremonial visit.

Cora dug harder, deeper, numbness creeping throughout her hands.

“Cora!”

I gotta know! she told herself.

Daddy's awake! she had thought. He's coming!

Ignoring her father, who knelt before her.

Breaking into a sprint, the race for the cemetery had begun.

I gotta know!

Now, finally, breathlessly turning into the cemetery, Cora kept an eye and ear out for zombies,

Ignoring her father, who took a face full of dirt.

though she couldn't be bothered with them at the moment. Or any moment.
I GOTTA KNOW!
Now was her only chance to learn the truth.
He didn't stop her.
“Cora!”
'Cause he knows I know! she thought.
She knew her mother's name, but not the letters of which it was comprised. She knew her
mother's headstone, but not in the thick darkness. She recognized the tree against which the headstone
seemingly rested, and- Yes! Made out its twisted silhouette, shaped by the streetlamp from beyond the

Frozen razors cut hot tracks into her cheeks. She used both anesthetized hands to investigate
the conflicting sensation, but succeeded only in lodging clumps of cold, hard dirt into her teary eyes.

cemetery.
Stupid!
The frozen grass ended. The mound of earth began, a heavy blanket over her mother (if she
was there), tucked in by the small yellow excavator that had patiently waited for her, her father, and
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She was angry to had shed even one tear in the presence of her father. She continued to dig,
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furiously, but the dirt stung her eyes. She tried to ignore the annoying pain, but gave in to
wiping her eyes, depositing more dirt within them.

Perhaps it was the pathetic progress she—a mere girl, not a professional excavator—
had made, and knew she would never learn the truth, see it for herself.

Again, she tried to dig…
Perhaps it was the way her father whispered it was okay, all okay.
Again, she wiped her eyes...
“It's not okay!” Cora blasted, elbowing his chest. His heart. She didn't need the
Tried to dig...

ambient streetlamp to illuminate her father's stunned, hurt expression. “I wanna see
Mommy!”

Wiped her eyes...
In the past couple of weeks, she had come to know what the beginning of her father's
Dig...

crying sounded like: a hitch in his voice, as if he was trying to prevent a sneeze. She heard
it now. But instead of speaking in tears, he spoke in words. “I... I know you do. I want to see

Wipe...
With a scream of frustration, loud and fearsome enough to scare nearby zombies back

Mommy, too, but-”
“Where is she?”

into their graves, exhausted and defeated Cora collapsed onto her side, feeling nothing.
Silence from his silhouette.
Except her heartbeat.
“Where. Is. She?” Three numb fists pounding against his chest.
Many heartbeats—pounding her chest, neck, ears, pulsing throughout her tired legs,
her unfeeling hands.

Then it came: the not-quite sneeze, followed by the awkward sobbing. “I'm sorry, I...”
He swallowed the rest.

Another heartbeat joined her own. Slower. Calmer.
“You lied to me, Daddy.” Whatever tears she reserved, her father used. “You and
Too tired to reject him, too cold to admit her body needed his warmth, Cora
wondered if her embracing father's own mother or father or someone he loved, someone he

Mommy lied to me.” Thinking about her mother as a liar had made her feel bad, guilty;
saying it aloud made her feel outright criminal.

trusted, lived in his beating heart. Or if they had lied to him, too.
As she had in the hospital bed, then in her own bed, Cora replayed the lies in her
Perhaps it was the cooing, coupled with the gentle rocking.
Perhaps it was the way her heart began to slow, calm, synchronize with her father's.
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exhausted, perplexed mind:
“No matter what happens, I'll always be in your heart.”—her mother's final words, the
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In spite of her father's snug work, Cora still felt the breeze that wasn't her mother's hugs and kisses

night before the surgery.

penetrating the thick comforter. He kissed each bathed cheek—one from him, one “from” her mother; they both
“That's just Mommy giving you hugs and kisses.”—her father, shortly after the funeral, clarifying what
Cora took to be a ghost in her bedroom.
Mommy giving me hugs and kisses?

knew, but never brought up—and left. Tomorrow they would have a talk about mommy. “True talk,” daddy had
said.
The creaky hallway steps she had once thought belonged to a ghost disappeared into her parent’s
bedroom.

How could that be if she's s'posed to be in my heart?
Or's it just daddy's bedroom now?
Sneaking out of the house after what her father told her.
She didn't know.
Standing in the windy backyard, receiving—and trying to return—her mother's hugs and kisses.
Her parents'—her father's?—bed squealed, then silenced.
Her father discovering her weather-ravaged body the following morning.
She hated to ruin her father's careful work, but she needed to know.
The doctor showing her the X-ray of her chest, where her new-moan-yeah no longer threatened.
Kicking away the comforter, Cora, aware of where the creaks hid among her floor, tiptoed toward the
“But Mommy wasn't there, in the X-ray,” Cora said now, the tears brewing again. “I looked and looked
and I couldn't see her.” A tear betrayed her. She didn't bother to catch it, not if her father hadn't seen it. “So if

mirror sitting atop the drawer. After minutes of careful study, she saw that her father had lied to her again, in the
cemetery: she saw not a single trace of her mother within her features.

Mommy's not in my heart, and mommy's not the wind, giving me hugs and kisses,” she pointed a dirt-encrusted
digit at the pile of disturbed earth, “then she's gotta be in there. She's gotta.”

“True talk,” daddy had said.

What she took for yet another tear landing on her cheek was, in fact, one of her father's.

Tomorrow.

“I saw Mommy in the coughing, and I saw them put the coughing in the ground.” She pointed at the

Navigating the creak-mines strewn about the floor, Cora returned to bed, turned on her side, and stared

spot where she was certain her mother was buried in her coffin.

at the nightlight her mother had installed. In the shape of a candle, its flame perpetually ablaze, albeit with the
help of electricity, the small beacon of comfort had defended Cora from an assortment of bumps in the night.

If whimpers were speech, then Cora might have understood what her father was trying to say.
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No longer fearing those bumps, she reached for the nightlight, but stopped.

“Mommy is in there, right?”

A new fear.

She tried to push against her father’s embrace, the only response he could muster.

A fear of her own making:

“Right?” Cora managed, before giving in.

If I turn off the nightlight, how will mommy know where I am?
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Foiled Again
by Melodie Corrigall

If she had kept to her old ways—as
annoying as they were to family and friends—

“They are spots,” she corrected.

she could have saved the day. Instead she had
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looked the other way and had lost her chance to
finally say, “Now who knows best.”
Fortunately, just when she was about to
boast of her triumph, to point out that she had

“Case taken,” he said, “You’re always
finding something to take umbrage with.”
“Umbrage,” she cried. “Where did you
dig that one up from?”

changed her habits and no longer was Chicken
Little warning that the sky was falling in, she
discovered the sky had fallen in and she had

“I’m forever creative as you are forever
critical,” he said, diving back into the comics.

kept her beak shut.
“I’ll continue to do be so when there are
Three weeks earlier she had been

dangers lurking or when you say inane things,”

determined to prove her husband wrong when

she had admitted, “but I will modify the

he insisted that, “Leopards can’t change their

behavior that our daughter Betty says ‘Drives

stripes.”

her mad.’”
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house and water the plants.
“I doubt it. Once an alarmist, always

been robbed.” She’d call the police right away.

the off alarm, as she’d found it—and went

can use the money. You’ve done enough. Don’t

Double-checking had paid off. She’d be the

home.

fuss.”

heroine of the day.

“Mother, Tanya’s a single mom who

one.”
“I’ll still show concern, but now the kids

She slipped out the front door—leaving

“Oh my God,” she gasped. “Betty has

Four days later when her daughter

are adults I need to be more ‘hands off’.”
But wait. What if it wasn’t a burglar?

was back from her holidays, Laura had been

daughter’s house she decided to peek in. It

What if her daughter, not the neatest person,

bursting to blurt out her story about how she

wouldn’t hurt to give a quick inspection. Tanya

had left in a rush, assuming Tanya would clean

had restrained herself. For once, her usually

would probably forget to water the plants or,

up? Or maybe it was Tanya herself, half way

easy-going daughter cut her off, her voice

worse still, overwater them and leave a puddle

through the job and out of washing solution,

crackling as she wailed her woes.

on the floor.

who had popped out to the supermarket.

And so, when Laura drove by her
“Miss Fussy Old Fusspot was the phrase
used on Twitter.”
“The fact my niece would put a story
about me on Twitter is appalling but in any
isn’t life threatening, I’ll ignore it. The next

Laura turned the key, the door swung

time a crises comes up, unless someone is

open; there was a small pip then silence. The

drowning…”

alarm wasn’t on. How could that be? Since the
break-in across the street, Betty had insisted the

“Very unlikely in a prairie town like

alarm be set at all times.

And then the situation at her daughter’s
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and didn’t come to clean,” Betty’s voice rose

the police.

to a crescendo. “Someone moved in—literally
moved in.

Everything could be explained. Maybe
“He slept in our bed, ate our food,

the fridge was being defrosted; the clothes in

rustled through our clothes, it was an invasion.

counter to be polished; and the drawers to be

We heard him run out the back door as we

Laura was accosted by a hallway strewn

reorganized. Betty had asked Tanya once before

came in the front. Where were you? I trusted

with dirty clothes. Reaching the kitchen, she

to go through all the cupboards and sort things

you to check. You always do?”

discovered the fridge door open and a bowl of

out. Not what she would have asked someone to

half eaten lasagna congealing on the counter.

do, but that was her daughter’s prerogative.

When she turned on the hall light,

So far so good.

have ridiculed her for years if she had phoned

the hall on the way to be cleaned; the bedroom

ours.”
“Or is in peril, I will just sail by.”

“When we were away, Tanya was sick

Whew. That was a close call. Everyone would

event that was the old me. Starting now if it

Laura staggered unto a chair, lips sealed.
This was a story on which she would not dine

Feeling like mama bear catching Goldie

came up. Betty was out of town on a two-week

Locks at it, she crept up the stairs. From every

holiday with her live-in beau. She hadn’t asked

suspense movie she’d ever seen, she knew

as she had come in. Not even hang up one shirt.

her mother to drop by her house, but Laura

she should leave the building, but curiosity

She could have crowed she felt so proud of

thought she ought to, even though she’d been

propelled her forward. The bedroom was in

herself; old leopard with new spots. She would

reminded that the housekeeper Tanya would

disarray: drawers gaped open and the dressing

dine out on this one. Husband and daughter

come by one of the two Sundays to clean the

table was strewn with the bureau’s contents.

would admit she was a changed person.

Laura smugly decided to leave as quietly

out.
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Something I Wanted to Tell
You, but Nevermind
by Mike Lee
After that morning, Charlotte crossed the boundary to delve deep into the desert of
her heart. As she lay in bed, an inclined body of revolution, she thought about how the early
morning had gone.

It was mixed. Went well and also not so. It depends. This was because of a dream, a
crazy one, where Charlotte broke ranks with the obvious around her, and in waking up this
was when she deduced that the dream signified inadequacy.

From the time she left for the dreamlands with an eye to dominate, she returned to the
waking feeling an intense poverty of the spirit. It was not unexpected if she had only listened
to herself; the advice she often gave to others but always neglected when it came to matters
Charlotte.

https://www.facebook.com/mike.quinam
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Mama always told her she listened well but couldn’t hear worth a damn. She missed
her mother sometimes, usually not. From the stench from her Newports permeating the

What happened in the dream: Fragments were formed into an unfinished puzzle.

furniture to the constant judgments that were set from a generation plus five years away from

She was in a city like New York, except this Midtown Manhattan lacked skyscraper

her daughter were two aspects she missed without regret. That, and Mama’sobsession with

canyons. She was with an imaginary boyfriend. Charlotte guessed it was some guy she met

her ex-husband, Charlotte’s father.

in class the previous semester. Never bothered to date, but memorable enough to enter her
subconsciousness.

Charlotte didn’t like him, and yes, he was a bad man, a shitty father, a charmless con
man who often broke the bonds of reckless abandon to touch the face of insanity that only an
addict would know, and she preferred other topics of conversation from Mama.

Everything happened so quickly, like a chopped-up movie stock using occasionally
related scenes. Entering cafes and stores, crossing the urban avenues like co-conspirators in
seeming romance. There was a third wheel involved: a blond female she recognized as an

Like, “how’s your day?” “Would you like to go shopping?” “Is there anything you are

older neighbor who used to walk her dog daily before she moved in October.

interested in that we can do together?” Although, she did take her to all the Harry Potter
movies and book parties at Barnes and Noble, dressed up as Hermione Granger, like all the
other girls.

Charlotte recalled her name—Tina. The young man’s name, however, she could not
remember.

Not much else in the memory department Charlotte deemed to be positive. This

Tina was constantly smiling. At what, Charlotte did not know. This disturbed her.

culminated on the day when Mama humiliated her at graduation, when she ripped open the
award envelopes looking to see if there were checks inside. This public humiliation cut the
remaining threads.

They went into a used bookstore, cavernous with books stacked haphazardly in
pyramids in inopportune spaces, shelves jammed from roof to ceiling with hardbacks. It was
the bookstore she only saw in photographs while surfing a Facebook group about old New

By the end of the summer, she moved to an apartment with friends in Brooklyn who

York.

had a full ride at Hunter. From that point on, Mama became an uncomfortable holiday visit
in Queens.

While they made their way carefully through the narrow pathways, the young man
found a ragged leatherbound book and opened it. Charlotte looked to see the words “End of

Charlotte stared at the ceiling. Christmas was a few days away, and she did not want to

Time.” The rest was obscured by his grasping hand as he looked inside its cover.

endure smelling stale menthol smoke on another joyless occasion.
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She moved closer, peering over to see what he was reading, while thinking she wasn’t
in the least attracted to him. He wore black chinos and a white polo shirt, with red and navy

Then the text dinged on her phone. Honey, are you coming over tomorrow?

stripes on the sleeves and collar. She deemed him the kind who hung out at the German bier
room in Williamsburg.

She thought, smiling, this must be the season of the witch. It was right after Solstice,
after all.

Charlotte went there once. It stank of stale beer and right-wing conspiracy theories.
Charlotte texted Mama her response.
She saw the faded brown ink, written in cursive, on the frontispiece. She made out the
numbers 1896.

Tina cackled behind her. “I need to go outside for a smoke.”

Charlotte woke up.

She rose from the bed and looked out the window. The dawning sky was blood red
and orange, the sun skewered by the spire of St. Stephen’s several blocks away. The street
below was covered with yesterday’s snow. She instinctively checked her phone. The alert was
on, with terse announcements of COVID updates, high winds expected for Thursday, a gas
odor on Lorimar Street and a robbery on N. Fifth.

After brushing her teeth and making a cup of coffee, taking care not to wake her
roommates, Charlotte climbed into bed. She thought maybe it was too dangerous to go see
her mother. Riding two subway lines and taking a bus could give her the Corona, and the
high winds might blow the 7 train off its tracks. A robbery could happen, or a gas odor could
tempt too much fate from a lit menthol cigarette.
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“Why are you crying?"
"I am not."
My father and brother turn to me. My eyes tear up by

B a k h t i a r A h m e d i s a l aw s t u d e n t
w h o “ t r i e s t o w r i t e bu t m o s t l y
f a i l s. ”

themselves.
"You are. You're trembling too."
My hand is, it always is, I hide it in a pocket of the jacket
I'm wearing.

BAKHTIAR AHMED
https://twitter.com/bktahmed

"What is wrong with you? It isn't us, it's something else,
tell me."
"It's nothing, I'm not crying, I'm not trembling, Mother."
The last word betrays me.
My father makes an odd sign with his hand, my mother
drags me inside the house, locks me in a room, dreadfully alone,
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with her.

one of those elixirs of yore that I concocted in my adolescence,

"What is it?"

only wanting to know, to belong. Made from this book, from

That is all she says, her hands caressing me as her

the proud proclamations of being a precocious child, who had

mother caressed her, a geological affection, her eyes are both

seen everything, read anything, while doing nothing at all,

weary and anxious, she has been through this before, with me

or nothing that can be remembered. I told my father this, he

of course, and has little desire to be reliving it everyday. But she

listened patiently, never letting an emotion come to his face. He

does, because she cares. So do I, which is why I never tell her

then went into his closet and brought out a box of pictures, my

anything, or my brother or my sister. They always ask, always

pictures he told me, the first I had ever seen. He gave them to

grasp a flailing limb, often the hand, and bring me to themselves

me, and told me stories of how I'd been as a kid. I never believed

but I never tell. My father never attempts, he cares, that is

him, the child was too beautiful to be me and I can always tell

beyond doubt but he also knows. The futility of it all. We stay

when a man only wants to reassure himself. It shakes me to the

there for an hour, enough time for her to be convinced of her

core, this epiphany that I was never was what I was supposed to

efforts, enough for me to convince them I'm trying.

be, and I never will be what I should. My head lies in my hands,

When she leaves, I stare at myself in a broken vertical
mirror that seemed to have creeped up in front of me, I had

I am afraid it will fall off.
“Why are you crying?”

never noticed it before. The years haven't been kind to me, the
skin parts a little more, the hair less healthy although I never
was more than a footnote when it comes to beauty. I tire, and
am also a little frightened of myself in the mirror, so it is to
the roof that I go, with a book I adored in my childhood, the
copy a gift from someone I hardly cared for. It reads well, even
now, but is a little dated, everything looks a little dated in this
city. There are no seeds, no sprouting plants, only trees. All the
roads are broken and marked with potholes, all the buildings
decaying and tremble in the sun, incapable of resisting the day.
It is a city that was never young, a people that were never young.
My childhood, itself, looks more and more to be a fabrication,
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Kathrina E. Jones carts a notebook around so she can write when the muse strikes. She

by Kathrina E. Jones

All “Dit/Dah” Morse Code in this story is a shorthand system of "Q Codes" used by HAM operators to save
time with standard communications. Those I've used are: three repeats each of “CQ” which means “Can anyone
hear me?"; “QSL?” meaning “Can you acknowledge receipt?"; “QRV?” meaning “Are you ready?”; and “QSK?”
meaning “Shall I continue the transmission of all my traffic?”

is a wife, a mother of three, and a foodie. The family lives in a Tiny House on wheels
and spends time in various pursuits in a variety of places (sometimes sans electricity),
and so--besides the catharsis of writing by hand--the notebook is the most practical
way to ensure writing can be fitted in whenever (and wherever) possible. Because she
has been an obsessive reader of just about everything since she was a child, her writing
ranges from poetry to short stories to novels of various genres that take too long
to write (because living life is important) to the occasional children’s story. She has
even spent some time writing curriculum for online college courses. She has recently
published a collection of poetry entitled “My Heart’s Home” centered around her
favorite location in the world--Mineral King, California--and is anticipating more
projects reaching publication as she completes them.

https://twitter.com/kathrinawrites
https://www.facebook.com/kathrinaswords
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Dah Dit Dah Dit/Dah Dah Dit Dah

Dah Dit Dah Dit/Dah Dah Dit Dah

Dah

Dit Dah Dit/Dah Dah Dit Dah
Josh sat up abruptly, reaching for the pen and paper that weren’t where they were
supposed to be. He fumbled for his weapon, befuddled, before realizing that wasn’t there either.
His hands, shaky with adrenaline, covered his face as he hunched over on the edge of the bed
and groaned.
Tentatively, Becky asked, “What’s wrong?” Her hand hovered uncertainly, afraid to
touch him if he wasn’t awake enough yet.
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distracting, so—making do with the aroma—he moved to the screened porch. The sound of the
A long sigh preceded his head landing heavily on the pillow beside her as he groped for

rain redoubled without the insulation that lined the interior of their cabin, and he took a deep

her fingers. “Flashback, I guess,” Josh muttered. “I thought I was in the com shed, had fallen

breath of the cool moist air. “Won’t need the coffee now,” he muttered, and sat down to listen.

asleep. A message started coming through.”

And to write.

She squeezed his hand reassuringly. Stayed quiet for a time. When his breathing had

Dah Dah Dit Dah/Dit Dit Dit/Dah Dit Dah/Dit Dit Dah Dah Dit Dit

slowed, she spoke. “Back with me now?”
Josh wrote until dawn. Becky found him in an exhausted sprawl on the old couch they
His grunt indicated agreement.

often sat on to watch the sunset. He heard her moving about and rubbed bleary eyes. “What’s
this?” she asked, indicating the scattered papers surrounding a sheet with some cleanly-written

“Good. I like you here. Seems like your brain has become restless since you retired. You

lines.

need an occupation.” Even half asleep, her good-natured pragmatism shone. “Just listen to that
rain. I love falling asleep to the sound of rain on a metal roof.”
He let go of her hand and patted her thigh, bare under the covers. It was

“Reading turned into writing,” he yawned. “Sleepless philosophy, and all.”
She picked up the paper. “The cause of mud is the only source to clean it?”

acknowledgement, agreement. He closed his eyes, concentrated on breathing, regulating his
heart rate. And he listened to the rain tapping on the roof.
Dah Dah Dit Dah/Dit Dit Dit/Dit Dah Dit Dit/Dit Dit Dah Dah Dit Dit

“Yup.”
“Danger and life fill the same vessel. Drink deeply.” She chuckled. “What were you
reading? Confucius?”

His eyes snapped open in the darkness; his hand tensed on her thigh. He forced himself
to relax, moved his hand, listened.

Josh shook his head. “Something like that.” He got up and gathered the mess together.
“Look. The rain cleared the sky.”

Dah Dah Dit Dah/Dit Dah Dit/Dit Dit Dit Dah/Dit Dit Dah Dah Dit Dit
“Let’s go for a walk after breakfast.”
“Babe, I’m gonna get up for a while. Maybe do some reading,” he murmured, rolling
upright again.

“Sure.”
						– •••• –

The susurration of a “Sure,” was the response, and he ran a gentle hand down her
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Josh learned that different rain had different voices. The summer rain—that first one he

cheek before pulling on his robe as he left the room. Reaching the kitchen, he flipped on the

heard—was playful, irreverent. Daring. It had a tendency toward sneakiness; it wanted to arrive

coffee maker and grabbed a notepad and pen. But the gurgle-splat! of the coffee was too

unexpectedly. But the hints of petrichor that wafted through the air before the clouds filled the
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sky always gave it away. It liked to speak of contrasts; they were its inherent nature.

“Yeah.”

The mist that drifted in from the ocean between rains whispered secrets he could

“Why?”

scarcely hear, emphasizing its points with the condensed drops dripping from the trees. “The
weak, in cohesion, obscure the mighty.” “Beneath the shrouds is beauty. Seek it.” “Solace and

“I hear it in the rain,” he confessed, unabashed.

life come from the gentlest touch.”
One shoulder lifted casually as her face turned impish. “And I hear the soundtrack of
The summer lightning storms were manic, a product of the frenetic energy imparted
at their origin. “Live. LiveLiveLiveLiveLive!” they chanted. “Dance! Take Chances! Never

our lives,” she returned. She set the paper down and indicated a long string of dots and dashes.
“What’s that one say?”

stop.” “Power! Pain! Beauty! Same. SameSameSameSame.” He was equally exhausted and
exhilarated, fingers cramping as he recorded each letter. He knew the storm believed what it

“Live.”

said, but he trusted some of the others more. The lightning made it dangerous.
Her well-honed skeptical eyebrow speared him. “That’s an awful lot of writing for
During one such storm, Becky joined him on the porch, fascinated by the crashing

‘Live.’”

thunder almost drowned by the pounding rain. “Staccato. Allegro. Fortissimo!” she exclaimed
just as another lightning bolt illuminated the shoreline below.

“Okay. Well, technically—” he pointed to each grouping as he spoke— “it’s” • – • • / • •
/ • • • – / • / • – • – • – “Live.” • – • • / • • / • • • – / • / • – • • / • • / • • • – / • / • – • • / • • /

Josh turned twinkling eyes to hers. “Always my beautiful musician,” he murmured.

• • • – / • / • – • • / • • / • • • – / • / • – • • / • • / • • • – / • “LiveLiveLiveLiveLive!”

“Which piece is it this time?”
Becky snorted into giggles. “Okay.” Pointing to a shorter line, she asked, “and this?”
Her eyes closed dreamily. “Carmina Burana. Carl Orff.”
He took her hand. “Dance.”
He threw his head back and laughed. “If you had your way,” he said, rising from the
table and holding out his hand in the courtly gesture that was prelude to a dance, “our lives
would be a musical.”

The wrinkles by her eyes and mouth deepened once more. “What else has the rain told
you?”
						– •••• –

“Our lives are a musical,” she replied, settling into his arms in the way that only she

“A storm is coming, later,” Becky said one morning at breakfast.

could. “It’s just that nobody else can hear the music.” They danced, the rain driving them on,
until—panting—she cried a halt. He settled her into the chair beside his, and she picked up the

“Yeah. Do we need to go to town before it hits?”

paper he had been writing on. “Morse code?”
“I think so. It’d be nice to get some groceries. We can have pizza for lunch.” After filling
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the trunk with the groceries they needed, Josh and Becky walked hand in hand through the park
near the center of town, wearing light jackets against the brisk day. “Just look at all the leaves,”

“I want to know what the spring rains say,” she said, determination laced with weariness

Becky marveled. “They’re glorious.” She let go of his hand and began picking up the prettiest

in her eyes. “And you need to type all your notes.” During a break in the storms, they bought

specimens. Josh strolled on, occasionally stepping deliberately on a particularly crispy looking

a computer. Pianist’s fingers, gnarled with age but still nimble remembered long-ago typing

leaf, just to hear it crunch. Becky came back with a handful of vibrance. “Hold these,” she

lessons, and the wisdom of the rain was recorded.

ordered peremptorily. “I want more for my bouquet.”
In the spring, he sat by her hospital bed and held her hand. “The spring rain is naïve,”
“As my lady wishes,” Josh said, shaking his head. Two leaf-gathering expeditions later,

he scoffed.

even his larger hands were full. “Ready for lunch?” he asked, glancing at the gathering clouds.
She nodded, and he lifted the bouquet. “What do you want with these?”

“You’re naïve,” she retorted. “And bitter.” Her gaze met his steadily until he sighed on a
choked sob, head falling to the edge of her bed. She stroked his hair weakly until he calmed and

“Rain me a rainbow,” she answered, throwing her hands up and around in an arc. He

turned to gaze at her again. “Tell me.”

echoed the gesture letting the leaves fly and flutter down around them as she spun with her arms
outstretched.

The paper in his hand crinkled as he glanced at it. “Speak softly. Tenderness encourages
life.” The tears hadn’t ceased. “Underneath the bleakness is growth.” He touched her cheek.

On the way home from town, Josh stopped the car so they could watch the golden-

“The world is fresh and new.”

ruddy leaves lashed from the trees, and to listen to the boastful, blustering storm. “That which
conforms most easily contains the power of destruction.” “Persist, and overcome.”
The brash autumn rains mellowed into the steady stolid rains of winter. It didn’t snow
where they lived, but the rain persisted. He installed storm windows over the screens, and

“Keep listening,” she whispered. “The rain speaks wisdom. Write it all down.”
His thumb moved to the final line on the page. She breathed her last as he exhaled,
“Listen to the rain.”

bought a space heater. But though the rains spoke incessantly, he did not always play the faithful
scribe. Becky, his wife of fifty-three years—she who had taught him to once again laugh, to live
despite it all—Becky, who read everything he wrote down and told him he wasn’t crazy, was ill.

					

••–•/••/–•

Their long walks became fewer, shorter. She curled up in the couch’s embrace, cozy in a nest
of down comforters, and smiled when the rain began again. “Listen,” she murmured. “Tell me.
You know I’ve always loved the rain.”
Josh listened. Wrote. Corrected. His hands trembled as he lifted watery eyes to her. “We
do not burn,” he whispered hoarsely. “Though we are changed, still we are. Our effect is farreaching. Through the ebb and flow comes our legacy.”
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Knuckle Dragger
by Jeremy Broyles

Jay, armored but with a laundry basket, trapped with his wife in their downstairs
bedroom, leaned his bare shoulder against the closed and, for some reason, locked door
readying himself to charge into the kitchen and flush the bat that had made their space its
preferred sleeping home for the second time in as many weeks. Ryan, safe beneath the pillowed
comforter which stretched toward the ceiling like a peopled teepee as she sat upright in their
bed, tapped a series of keystrokes to research what support she could offer given that risking her
body against the flying beast was not within the scope of her bravery.

“People are saying the best you can do is open the windows and turn on lights so that it
flies away on its own.”

“How is it getting in the house in the first place? And why?” Jay asked.
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“I’m afraid the Internet doesn’t have all the answers,” his wife said.

people, of noise, of light—found no purchase. The heavy thunk of the push-button light switch
turned to sunny yellow all that had been black, threaded through with silver, before.

When they had relocated here to the Nebraska Sandhills, they’d coined it their great
adventure. Together, they’d endured their elitist East Coast friends’ mocking around the same

He heard no coded clicking of echolocation. He saw no bat. Jay ran on.

tired japes about failing to fully fly over a fly-over state or wondering aloud about the couple’s
ability to work their mouths around a Midwestern accent while also chewing on straw. Even as

The yawning window of the living room made seeing all the easier, so he skirted the

the two of them knew their stature had shrunken amongst those purported to love them just

low coffee table and saved his vulnerable knee from another knock. He used this advantage to

as they were, in each other and their shared experience of this state—which promised “The

hurry across the foyer and into what would eventually be Ryan’s workout room, and through

Good Life” on the signs set at the border—they had everything they wanted. Jay simply never

his trailing wake beamed all the lights the house could offer—even the porch light glowed from

considered that this brave new endeavor would require such intimacy with bats—an animal

outside the front door. Initially, he had found the three separate entrances to the bathroom—

that could fit in the cupped creases of his palm yet still inspired within him a primitive fear that

one each from the dining room, workout room, and bedroom—to be a bizarre and unnecessary

based his blood in alkali. It was the wings—stretched and membranous, flapping with a hot

early twentieth century design quirk. As he finished his lap around their new home, retrofitted

metabolic energy to keep a mammal that belonged on the ground aloft instead.

over the decades from its original employ as a general goods store in 1917, Jay blessed the third
door as he shut it behind him and leaned over the clawfoot tub to rest.

“Okay,” Jay said, and he pushed a breath from his chest out through his lips, “here I go.”
“I got all the downstairs lights turned on,” he said as he returned to the Ryan-shaped
“Don’t die.”

He opened the door and closed it again behind him just as swiftly; better he faced the

protuberance in their bed exactly where he’d left her.

“My hero,” she said.

creature alone than allow another of its wingbeats to worry a wisp of hair at his wife’s ear
as had woken her up earlier. Jay did not yet trust his own memory of the layout of their new

“Did you find any more tips on how to deal with our flying friends?”

house; what cluster of boxes waited underfoot to catch an unsuspecting shin he could not say.
He preferred tripping and falling, however, to remaining a stationary target, so he ran to the
light switch on the other side of the kitchen and flicked it on. He dared not stop now. Riding

“Yes, actually. I was on this interesting thread that suggested using a tennis racquet.
Apparently, bats’ radar can’t pick up the strings, so, to them, it looks like there’s nothing there.”

his momentum, he dashed into the dining room, the back wall prepped by Ryan for imminent
repainting, and juked around the cluttered table revealed in part by the slatted starlight that

“It seems a bit cruel to swat them like that though.”

shone with a luminosity each impossible, clear night here on the plains where pollution—of
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“You’re not supposed to swing for a baseline winner. The people who posted said you

“That’s hurtful.”

just give them a gentle bop right on the nose which is enough to stun them. Then you just walk
them outside, and they’re none the worse for wear.”

“The graph doesn’t lie, my love. Your heritage is spread all over multiple continents,
and that means your ancestors weren’t picky. You even have some Neanderthal blood running

“Okay,” Jay said. “Then I suppose I’ll invest in a tennis racquet. My backhand could use

through you.”

some work anyhow.”
“What?”
“I have more interesting news,” Ryan said. “We got our genealogy results back.”
“Yep,” Ryan said. “A little more than two percent of your DNA is consistent with
“You were checking email while I was out there risking my life?”

“Correct,” Ryan said. “The blue light of screens keeps me calm during high anxiety

Neanderthal DNA.”

“Neanderthal.” Jay repeated the word as he noticed he no longer carried the laundry

situations.” A sequence of clicks floated through the down alternative as she accessed the

basket. It lay somewhere in the wilds of the house belonging now to the dominion of the bat.

information she wanted to share. “They sent just the snapshot findings. The more detailed

“Like a caveman.”

informational packet is still to come. But there are already some interesting tidbits.”
“That’s a bit reductive,” his wife said. “Neanderthal was likely nomadic. They had to
“Like what?” Jay asked.

“It appears there is fairly substantial Nordic influence within my family line, which is

follow the resources to stay alive.”

“But some of them lived in caves.”

surprising. My father always said our ancestors originated from western Europe. There is a bit
of Welsh on my graph, so he wasn’t outright lying to me. But the Nordic slice of my DNA pie

“At least some of the time, yes, but so did Cro-Magnon.”

would swallow Wales whole.”
“So do bats,” Jay said.
“How about me? Do I have Viking blood too?”
Neanderthal, that vanished human subspecies, had not vanished at all. They lived on
“You’re a mongrel,” Ryan said.

through him, worming their way into his very skeletal system, piggybacking like a parasite
through his bloodstream. Jay felt hijacked—and by a prehistoric evolutionary derelict no less.
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Ryan, hair frazzled and statically charged, appeared out from under the blanket. “When you
turned on all those lights,” she said to him, “did you also get the windows open?”

Ryan laughed again then flushed. “Maybe they could do a sweep for the bat while
they’re here.” She moved him aside so she could wash her hands, and she sucked through her
teeth as the bracing water from the sink rinsed over her skin. “Can I come with you to the store?

Jay moved silently to the other bedroom door where he’d began his sprint as he heard

I want to see about getting a tarp to put down over the floor when I paint the dining room.”

his wife utter a sorrowful moan before ducking back beneath the comforter and the security it
provided. He readied himself for a second lap but could not shake the feeling that the bones in
his legs were now shorter, stockier—his nostrils wider to warm the air he breathed. He hurried

“Of course,” Jay said. “I shouldn’t be allowed alone in public like this anyhow.” He
pointed to his own face. Ryan shook her head and used the hair on his back to dry her hands.

out of the bedroom, wishing for a stick and flame to drive away that which had not mastered
fire.

An hour later when they walked into Falling Pheasants Sporting Goods, Jay was still
trying to squirm out from under the touch of his ill-fitting clothes. No cotton shirt had been
sown to accommodate this thickened trunk of his from which draped shortened arms that
He awoke changed. The spheroid of his head elongated toward the back of his skull

appeared to have given up before they were done growing. And the hair. Knotting, tangling stuff

while the ridge of his now prominent brow cascaded over his eyes. His hips had widened, his

stitching itself into the geography of his un-calloused skin that had never known the wiry touch

chin had shriveled, and hair had spread over swaths of his body as if in response to geologic

of hair before, digging into him with the headache insistence of a tongue probing the new, raw

time winding backwards to a colder Pleistocene climate. In the face of his transformation in

hole where a tooth had once rooted. Could he have gone naked, he would have.

which evolution had geared the mammalian machine into reverse, Ryan remained untroubled.
“I’ll meet you back here in a bit,” Ryan said. As Jay nodded, what sounded from him
“You’re getting older,” she said to him from over his shoulder which sloped away from

was little more than a grunt.

his neck under the pull of denser bones. “Your body is going to continue to change. Mine will
too. We’re only human.”

He tugged at his sleeves, pulled at his collar, and walked too near an intricate pyramid of
carefully balanced golf balls that scattered in a terrific collapse; they click-clacked off the tile in

“You are,” he said. “I’m just a subspecies.” She laughed off his comment as she dragged
her hand through the thicket of hair at the nape of his neck before sitting down on the toilet to

leaping bounds and rolled away as a hundred dimpled trip hazards sown like seeds in the field
of Pheasants.

leave him with his own reflection. He turned his head one way then the other and back again,
but no angle changed the creature he’d become. There was human in the eyes but far too much

“I’m sorry,” Jay said to the associate who arrived on scene.

ape in the rest of the face. “You should call animal control to come haul me away.”
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“It’s our own fault,” the man said. “As soon as we were done with it, I knew we’d built it
too close to the aisle. Don’t worry about, sir. This is our mess to clean up.”

“Jay?” Ryan, his mate, said to him. She stood amongst several other Cro-Magnons—
each frailer than the last. “What are you doing?”

“I could help. My brain is actually bigger than that of modern humans.”
He was doing what he and his kind had always done, what he and his kind would always
“I,” the man looked around for help that was not coming, “don’t doubt that, but it’s

do. “Surviving,” he said.

okay. Let us take care of this. Just please watch your step.”

Several golf balls trickled past Jay’s feet, and the absurdity of his shoes became as

With warmth on his skin and his belly filled with food, an easy sleep spirited him away

worrisome as the shirt that harried his torso even as he stood still. Bending down on chocked

to a dreaming place where the pachyderms were wooly and the cats smiled with sabre teeth.

knees, he pulled the bows of his laces and left his shoes behind as his padding feet carried him

Snowmelt soaked the valley into a soupy bog, but the earth-rich smell of the primordial ooze

deeper into the cavernous store.

heralded the coming bounty of prey items and plant life that would, at last, end the cruelty of
the starving season. Jay dreamed the most heartening dream his paleolithic brain could provide;

He remembered he was here for a reason, but that reason fragmented in his memory

he dreamed the dream of plenty.

when he found a street hockey starter set complete with a goal. Using his capable hands, he
pulled the plastic framework apart and, with the help of the bladed sticks cross-thatched at the

“Jay, wake up.” His mate’s surprising strength rocked the mass of his well-muscled body

top and bottom, reoriented the pieces into a tanning rack. Jay splayed like skins left to dry in the

from side to side until the ethers of his sleep winked away and he located his waking self within

sun a short-sleeve compression workout shirt and black yoga pants with a zebra print waistband.

the time and place he existed. “I think the bat is in here again.”

Inside a rock ring built of kettlebells, he placed a kerosene lamp to provide warmth and
community. After knocking over the display model of a stand punching bag whose plastic base

He did not hesitate. Throwing off the blanket to pile another layer of protection atop

had not yet been filled with the requisite ballast of sand, Jay wheeled it over to the temporary

Ryan, he barreled to the light switch, and, in the sudden illumination of the constellation of

encampment that would be home for as long as the cooling weather and migratory game

four high-efficiency thirteen-watt bulbs, the black figure of the bat fluttered from the light and

allowed.

out the door to the secrecy of darkness. Jay loped in pursuit wielding the 4-iron plucked from his
golf bag stored in the open closet. In the kitchen, his vision still spotted from the previous flash

He sat breathing the recirculated, conditioned air. The rocks around his fire might have
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in the bedroom, but he could hear the tiny beast as it flew consistent circles somewhere above

made fine Levallois cores if only he had a knapping stone. For now, however, he was content,

his head, probing for the path out of danger Jay knew did not exist. He stepped forward when

and he reveled in the rarity of such pleasant rest.

the time was right and cleaved the air with his club over his head and down, but he received no
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feedback except when the heel of his iron bounced off the solidity of the kitchen’s wood floor.

paint. She pushed past him and printed her hands against the punctured wall then drew with
fingertips, pressing into place three glyphs. When she stood back at his side, her pictures told the

He felt the animal’s frantic flight, so he continued the chase into the dining room. A

story.

delicate box packed with squatting vials of nail polish—high-risk reds and gumball blues,
flirtatious pinks and violent yellows—crashed into the baseboards after Jay sent it skipping

At one edge, the stick-figure her with two sloping lines representing her long hair ending

across the room. He pivoted into the very backhand he knew needed practice and shattered a

in curling upticks. At the other, an impossibly huge bat with empty eyes and a roaring mouth

window out into the Nebraska night. He frothed at the hunt as he closed down on his quarry

spiked with ghoulish teeth. And in between the two, club held high above his head, Jay stood.

that would find no quarter, no escape. Jay’s next swing clipped the bulb in a wall sconce, and the

He turned to her—his shortened stature putting his eyes in line with her own—with what smile

starburst glass showered the floor like the opening salvo of a Midwestern ice storm the locals

his face could manage, and he hoped she knew how completely he loved her for the mate she

had warned him to expect when winter came back home. Away from the windows the bat flew,

was. She put her painted hands to either side of his face to hold him through the bristled beard

so he pursued to the back wall, punching a first then second then third hole into the drywall

he did not have the day before.

that needed paint as he hewed with his club that consistently hit errant shots on the course but
consistently missed panicking bats in a house.

Jay staggered through the paint cans—the tops of each dabbed with a sample drop of
the color called Soil—and sent gallons flooding across the floor as he lashed with his club again
and again. He plodded through paint and glass. He roared. He raged.

The dining room lights clicked on.

Together, he at one end of the room and Ryan at the other watched the bat take three
easy strokes of its miraculous wings and fly out the broken window to safety.

While heaving his breath from his furred stomach, Jay’s throat—blown wide open by the
caustic adrenaline stripping his veins from the inside—caught phlegm at the back. He hacked
and spat the sticky glob into the spreading Soil. Ryan came to him through the catastrophe
of their dining room, but then she knelt near his feet and dipped both her palms into the
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Ocampo
by Vicki Whicker
All growth is a leap in the dark. -Henry Miller

Pacific Palisades, CA. The Huntington. Spring, 1995. On a cliff wedged between ocean
and mountain. I am a joyous madwoman without companions, without conversation, face to face with
myself, with only the music of my heart for company.
Every day is magic hour. The sun and the sea tryst at dusk. Everyone watching. Home is a
Cape Cod on Chapala. Life is my two-year old in his crib. Everything else is nanny, baby-daddy,
BMW, etc. Even the roses bloom steeped in perfume.
Henry Valentine Miller spent his final decades one block over. This lends my life some greater
meaning. His 444 Ocampo home is a Spanish beauty. Red doors, balcony that spans the second story,
draped in a sexy curtain of Campsis grandiflora.
Chapala to Pampas Ricas. Pampas Ricas to Ocampo. Up. Down. Back. I count steps, but
Ocampo is where I lose track. At his house. I’m alone in this. None of my female companions worship
him. Only the sexiest most egregious of my men do.
Today, there’s a man in the rose garden at 444 Ocampo. In white shirt, magenta silk tie, and
brown summer suit. His brogans boast a soupçon of garden dust. He’s tall. Rugged. Undeniably, Henry. A Packard passes, honks in that sexy way.
Henry’s smile says, Baby, come in. Did I just hear that?
“I said, Baby, come in.”
Of course. It’s a cave—beeswax candles of all colors and heights cry over raffia swaddled
Chianti bottles. A bar-cart beckons with cut crystal and Courvoisier. On the writing table, a pack of
Gitanes, one lit, the cherry burns in an abalone shell.
Smoke curls. The sun and the sea do their thing. We hold the world, together. We do.
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Lost in Christ
by Cindy Marabito

They’d come from all around. Not the whole world, but from the surrounding
Texas towns. Paris. Whitehouse. Palestine. Evadale. All places that had one thing in
common. Rural flight. Everybody had ganged up at Angel’s Last Rest Funeral Parlor in
Tyler to pay their last respects. The Gas capital of the United States and Rose Capital of
America was today the site of the last leave-taking for Jessie Duquette Gilmer. Beloved
great and grandmother, mother and the wife of Darryl. Nothing was mentioned in the
obituary about the first marriage to Louie Antoine “Swan” Vermeer. In fact, not much at
all had been said after his passing in late 1959.

But, everybody had shown up. Angel’s Last Rest was full to the brim with
stragglers on the front portal. Darryl was propped up on the first row in the main chapel
by another lady who looked like she didn’t know where she was. Jessie’s first born, Larry
Mack and his wife couldn’t make it, but everybody understood why. The Lou Gherig’s
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had taken a toll. Joyce Nell, Jessie’s girl from her first marriage was out in the front
parking lot crying. There had been a dust up earlier inside when Darryl and Jessie’s son

“Aunt Gus?” Evalene squinted her eyes. They were outlined in a luminous
turquoise color that was impossible to get past.

Bill Jack had threatened to call the law. Evalene had come with her new boyfriend, H.R.
They’d just made a big announcement that she was a ‘fiance-é’ on both their Facebook

“None but. So sorry about your dear mother. She will be missed."

pages.
Evalene was surprised at the outpouring of sentiment. None of Daryl’s sisters had
Evalene’s son, Arnold Palmer, had brought his whole family. Even their baby,
Amy Bell, who’d been born without its left nostril. Her condition was an honest cleft

cared much for Jessie and made it known. Evalene recalled the Gilmer family reunions
which resembled home and out of towner football games.

palate, but they didn’t like to call it that on the Go Fund Me they’d set up to raise money
for the operation. Their church was also hosting a chili cook-off to help underwrite the

“Did you see Daddy?”

procedure.
“Yeah, I did. He didn’t seem to know this is a funeral viewing. I told him I was so
“Here, let me hold the baby,” Evalene said. “Get me a Kleenex, H.R. This one’s

sorry about Jessie and he said, “who?”

got some snot on her face.”
Evalene touched her head. “It’s that Alzheimer’s of his. We just play along with
Arnold Palmer looked hurt. “That nose of hers is always running.”

H.R. handed the tissue to Evalene and winced. “Oh, boy. I think I twitched out
my back again.” He grabbed the lower part of his spine and tried to stand straight.

“Oh, no, baby,” Evalene said. She turned back to Arnold Palmer. “He’s got to

it.”

Aunt Gus said, “He just kept asking where JoAnn was.” Gus shook her had side to
side in a knowing gesture.

“Wonder what made him think about her?”

have another back surgery and this time we’re going for the rod and screws. We’re gonna
fix that for good, aren’t we, baby?”

Gus said, “Must be mixed up in the church house setting. They had a church
wedding, him and JoAnn, you know.”

“Evalene, is that you?” A smiling senior lady tapped Evalene’s shoulder.
It wasn’t lost on Evalene. Aunt Gus never missed an opportunity to bring up
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Darryl’s first wife. There’d always been talk about Bill Jack’s birth date so soon after Jessie
and Darryl’s wedding. They’d been married at the courthouse and the Gilmers never
recognized it as legit.

She smiled up at Evalene’s son. “You are looking good and healthy, Arnold
Palmer. We thought you’d never get off a them old painkillers.”

“This is my fiancé, H.R.” Evalene tugged on H.R.’s arm.
Gus looked him up and down. “My, he’s a big ‘un, isn’t he?” The white goatee

Arnold Palmer and Evalene exchanged a look. Darryl’s family had obviously kept
up with the details.

called attention to his rotund face.
“Aunt Gus this is my wife, Calista Ann.”
H.R. turned to Evalene, “You got my pill bottle handy?”
“Well, my, aren’t you pretty. And that outfit!”
Evalene began to dig through her purse. “Doc’s got him on strong back medicine.
His last operation didn’t take.”

“Thank you. It’s a Melania Trump.”

Gus said, “Might need to lose a few. Doctor Pennington had me reduce before my

“The president’s wife?” Gus reached over and touched the synthetic leopard print.

hip replacement. Y'all could find a diet plan to suit you both.”
Calista Ann smiled and shifted the baby to her other hip. “Mmm, hmm. They
Evalene winced at the comment. “We already got a new sleep by numbers and

have a whole line of it at the Walmart.”

that’s helped, right, baby?” She turned back to Gus. “It’s been hard keeping off the weight
since he had his spleen takened out.”

“It reminds me of y'all’s momma, Jessie. She would always wear her some tiger
stripes.” Out of Gus’s mouth, it sounded like something not so good.

Gus was slow to hide a disapproving glare. “You all already sharing a bedroom?”
Evalene broke in, ‘Momma loved her leopard and lace. Anything shiny and
Evalene snapped back, “We moved into H.R.’s condo. No since in wasting rent

pretty.”

money on two places, right, baby?”
“I seen where y'all had the collection going on for the baby. What happened to her
Arnold Palmer clapped Gus on the back. “Hey, Aunt Gus. Long time, no see.”
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head?”
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Gus smelled fresh bourbon and looked at Bill Jack. He was known as a drinker,
Calista Ann looked sad. “She was born without her left nostril.”

but here it was only 2 in the afternoon and at his own mother’s funeral viewing.

Gus’s mouth flew open in shock. “You mean harelip?”

Bill Jack turned to Gus. “We rented a table over at Crawdaddy’s for afterward
if y'all’d like to come. They let us bring food.” Bill Jack’s wife, Jada Lorraine and their

“We were just about to go view the body,” Arnold Palmer said. Evalene knew he
was trying hard not to lose it.

grown daughter, Brianna stood next to him with locked arms. Brianna had just returned
from a church trip to Africa trying to convert natives. At the last family gathering, Bill
Jack had played a tape of the wannabe missionaries singing. To Gus, it’d sounded more

Jessie Duquette Gilmer was sitting straight up in the casket.

like screaming.

“I don’t believe I’ve ever seen a corpse sitting upright, “Gus said.

Evalene added, “Oh, member how momma loved her crawdads.” She began to
weep, but it sounded more like laughter.

“She always said that’s how she wanted it,” Evalene said and touched at her
mother’s hair. It had turned completely white and dead. She was grinning ear to ear.

Calista Ann said, “I brought that chocolate lasagna dish using Memaw’s recipe.
Remember?”

“She sure looks pretty,” Calista Ann said. “Y'all put on those matching ear-bobs
and necklace set we gave her. Remember?”

“I hope you didn’t forget the confectioner’s,” Evalene said.

“She was so proud of it,” Evalene said. “She had told me she wanted to be buried

They all laughed, remembering the time Calista Ann had used salt instead of

in it. And her lounging p.j.’s.” The deep vee-neck revealed a sagging and wrinkled breast

sugar in the Red Velvet Potato cake. Arnold Palmer laughed hard. “Well, nobody said I

line.

married her for her cooking, did they?”

Calista Ann rocked the baby. Arnold Palmer took the baby’s hand and waved it at

H.R. said, “Evalene does it all. She’s a whiz in the kitchen and in the bedroom.”

the casket. “Say bye bye to Memaw, Amy Bell.”
Evalene started to giggle and then turned red when she saw the look on Gus’s
Bill Jack stepped into their circle. “She sure does look like herself,” he said.
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face.
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lit-up house opening their presents if you squinted your eyes and pretended. Evalene
Arnold Palmer said, “I’m just sad we won’t have another Christmas with momma.

remembered Christmas mornings when Jessie would say, “I want to go someplace pretty.”

I wanted us to have just one more.”
They’d set up a gift table in the reception area. Somebody’d stood up all the
Evalene remembered her momma and how she loved her Christmas. If it shone,

condolence cards in a display with pink sparkling flowers and lavender hillsides. People

went sparkly, looked lacy or had spots, her momma loved it. She’d go year-round to

had signed the guest register. “So sorry for your lost.” “May God wrap his comforting

garage sales to collect ornaments and holiday items priced to sell in the hot East Texas

arms around you at this time.” “Our thoughts and continual prayers.” “Hope you are

sun. Evalene had gone over early and boxed up the decorations before Joyce Nell could

lifted up into HIS love.” “Lost in Christ.”

get to them. She remembered the Heavenly Hash with lots of marshmallows and the
Memaw divinity she made every year with pecans.

Gus fingered one of the cards before setting it back down on the walnut veneer
finish. “I remember back before Jessie was saved. Her and Darryl used to love to go

“One of our church group said y'all put their house up for sale,” Gus said.

dancing. They’d stay out almost all night every Saturday night.”

Bill Jack puffed out his chest. “Yeah, the reality agent said we ought to get street

Evalene said, “Momma loved her a party."

value.” He looked Gus dead in the eyes. “It’s a seller’s market.”
Gus continued, “It was right after they first married and just had Bill Jack.” She
Gus tried to keep a calm smile on her face. Bill Jack thought he was such a knowit-all.

pointed at Bill Jack almost touching his stomach. The others were quiet as no one liked to
recall Bill Jack’s birth date. The family had always celebrated his birthday a year later to
disguise the near out of wedlock miss.

Evalene was thinking about her mother’s beloved prints. She was definitely
going back to get Jessie’s Thomas Kinkades before her half-sister Joyce Nell could get

“JoAnn passed on last year.” JoAnn was Darryl’s first wife. There had been a hasty

her hands on them. Darryl wouldn’t miss anything and he was going to Peaceful Acres

divorce so Darryl could marry the very pregnant Jessie. The town had been rife with talk

Retirement Village anyway. Jessie had collected framed prints of A Perfect Summer

about the shotgun wedding.

Day with the horses in the front yard. There was also Stillwater Cottage with the ducks
floating in the running creek. Jessie’s favorite, though, was the Foxglove one. It reminded
her of Christmas morning, she’d always say. You could almost see the people inside the
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Bill Jack interjected. “We’re going to the Crawdaddy’s they just put in if you want
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to come along Aunt Gus.”

family celebrate Christmas with all the trimmings. She wondered where Elaine had gotten off
to. Somebody had said she’d gone off to college.

Evalene said, “Momma loved her crab. Remember?”
What Gus remembered clear as day was something she’d seen in Jessie’s eyes. She
Gus shook her head no. “I don’t go there. It’s too close to that topless joint next door.”

remembered watching as Joyce Nell ripped through her gifts. Jessie wasn’t looking at her own
daughter, but was fixated on Elaine. There was a look on her face like you saw a cur dog give

Bill Jack’s wife, Jada Lorraine pressed her lips together in a disapproving look. She
suffered from chronic constipation, so you never could tell whether it was her condition or her

out when nursing a litter of newborn pups. Part mother and part killer. And you knew not to
go near it.

attitude when she got that look on her face.
She thought about Jessie when she’d look out in the distance and talk about her
Gus thought back to that Christmas so long ago. It was when their parents had that
little house in South Park, when her and Darryl’s dad worked midnights at the refinery.

dreams. When she’d say, “I just want to go someplace pretty.” Gus wondered if that
someplace was where she went.

Darryl had brought Jessie and her two kids, Larry and Joyce Nell. Bill Jack had just been
born and the rest of the family ooo’d and ahh’d over him trying not to acknowledge his early
appearance so soon after their wedding vows. Nobody mentioned his wife JoAnn who’d been
taken to 5th floor at Baptist Hospital to be treated for a nervous breakdown.

Gus remembered JoAnn and Darryl’s girl, Elaine. She recalled the child sitting quietly
on the Gilmer’s frieze couch. Elaine had looked as out of place as the modern Kroehler’s
had in the Gilmer living room. She watched the girl as Larry and Joyce Nell opened their
Christmas gifts. Joyce Nell had squealed with delight as she unwrapped the new Barbie doll
and Barbie Dream House. They’d also given her the doll’s peach-colored Austin Healey with
a Ken doll sitting in the driver seat.

Elaine had been too polite to say anything, but Gus could see the hurt in the girl’s eyes.
Not only had she lost her dad and her mother in the hospital, but she had to watch his new
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Peek
by Gale Acuff
In Sunday School today Miss Hooker said that when it's time for me to
die it's God's will and there's no getting around that so the best I can do is
to be ready at all times for Him to take me away and what's more be sure
that at least I'll know where I'll be spending eternity, in Heaven or Hell
and Miss Hooker's big on the first because she says she doesn't want me
to suffer, which I would in Hell, fire and brimstone and torture and who
knows what all Satan has in store for me so what I have to do is to get my
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soul saved but my problem is that I like to sin or just enough to have a little
fun and make life and blessedness less boring and that's what I told Miss
Hooker after class, Can't I just sin until I can see over the edge the doom that's lying
there and waiting for me to crash down on it since I'm smart enough to step away on
time before I fall in? That's when we got down on our knees, it was her idea,
to pray about my attitude problem, that's what she called it, she took her
glasses off and on the linoleum we were on the same level and we closed
our eyes but I peeked, it seemed a bit like sin so I didn't want to miss out
but even though I'm 10 to Miss Hooker's 25 I almost fell into the top of
her dress, or to confess the truth for once, jumped but at that very moment
she opened her eyes and said Amen, I mean at once, which was both good
timing and bad, mostly bad even though if had died right then it would've
been good.
But that's religion.
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I Cain’t Say No
by William Wodhams

“I don’t know if I want to do this,” she said.

“Look at that guy. By the stop lights.” Alan pointed at a heavy man wearing nothing
but a pair of old Nike shorts and an unruly mass of hair covering his head. He was shouting at
a crowd of half-baked tourists in a Hop-on, Hop-off Sightseeing Bus. “Sorry. What aren’t you
going to do?”

“So sad. It kills me. And I don’t want to do this,” she said, pointing at the building next
door.

“It’s just an audition.” Alan pointed out, putting his foot up on the dashboard of her old
Prius. “Relax.”
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Shauna looked over at her brother. He gazed out the window while she half-listened,

she in your acting group years ago?”

half-contemplated killing him. “Alan.” She punched his shoulder, harder than she intended. “In
the history of this planet, when has telling someone to relax ever helped them relax?”

Shauna took a quick look and sucked in a slow, deep breath. Then two. “Yeah. No. Yes.
I guess I sort of remember her. She was nice, I think.”

“Ouch! Why do always get like this?” he asked, rubbing his shoulder as if it hurt,
though it didn’t. “What happened to your mantra?”

She took two, three, four deep breaths before answering. “Om Mani Padme Hum. Om

He put the phone away. “Wasn’t she your buddy?”

“No. No. Look, not now, OK?”

Mani Padme Hum.”
“OK. Sorry.”
“See? You’re getting calmer. It’s working!”
But she was, and they were.
“Absolutely,” she answered, shaking her head. “Can’t you see how fucking calm I am?”
Alannah was one of the original members of the acting troupe Shauna had started
Alan was scrolling through his phone. “You wanted me to help you to stay calm for your

almost ten years ago. There were eight of them: they wrote and performed their own

audition. So Om Mani Padme Hum, or else.” He looked at her. “Why do people do that? Post

work, a multi-media mash-up of performance art, opera, spoken word poetry, and attitude.

pictures of their lunch? Or dogs? Who cares?”

Performances were held in basements, small bars, neighborhood churches. A few friends and
relatives would occasionally show up, but audiences weren’t the point: they were the fringe of

“I don’t know. Why do you keep looking at them?”

the fringe, and they liked it that way. They lived off whatever scrubs they could get from grants,
parents and donations. It was enough.

“What does Om Mani Padme Hum mean, anyway?”
Shauna could feel Alan watching her as she redid her makeup. “What time is your
“Hail to the jewel in the lotus. The jewel is the Buddha of compassion.”

“Nice! I like it. Hey, look. Isn’t that Alannah?” Alan held his phone out. There was a

audition?”

She glanced at the clock on the dashboard. “Three o’clock. We’ve still got an hour.”

photo of a 30-ish redhead underneath a headline that read: ‘Local Actress Kills Self ’. “Wasn’t
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“What’s the audition for?”

consciousness. Then this: “Do not miss this show, in particular the breakout performance by
Alannah Myles, by far the most outstanding member of this talented group.” Shauna’s brain

“I told you. It’s Oklahoma.”

started pounding and her stomach dropped. It was first time she had experienced what, she
found out later, were the early symptoms of an anxiety attack.

He shrugged and turned up the radio. It was a busy weekday afternoon on King Street
West, despite the oppressive heat weighing down on the city. The ever-increasing number of

Alan turned the radio up louder. A disc jockey rhapsodized about the marriage of two

people, cars and bikes strained the limited capacity of the narrow sidewalks and streets. The

reality-TV actors he had never heard about. A manly voice promised that this beer, this beer

smell of roasting hot dogs mixed with exhaust fumes. Discount stores sat beside high-end retail

was a beer you would really love, because this specific beer had a such a genuinely refreshing,

shops, dive bars beside expensive restaurants, slim young couples in designer clothes stepped

cold taste.

over men sleeping on the sidewalk.
“Cold is not a fucking flavour!” Shauna shook her head. “How can beer taste cold?”
Shauna’s acting troupe had existed happily in the black hole of the undiscovered for
years. They felt proud of their anonymity, as if their lack of popularity was proof of their

“Easy, ohmmm. Didn’t you audition for a beer commercial?”

credibility as eccentric provocateurs. Then a critic in ARTX Magazine wrote a rave review of
the musical/drama/opera they had recently introduced. The show was called Chopin’s Brain, a

“A nightmare.” She shook her head as if there were bugs on it. “I wanted to kill myself.”

mash of disconnected auditory and visual experiences that included dancing fish, opera-singing
robots, and a flying Queen wearing a neon cape. The play was narrated by a brain in a jar. It
was eclectic and irreverent nonsense, but for some reason it appealed to him. He loved, loved,

“You always say you want to kill yourself,” Alan said. “I used to think that was your
mantra.”

loved the play! Shauna can still remember the first time she read the review:
Shauna checked her make-up in the mirror. “You walk into this big, piss-yellow room,
“Chopin’s Brain is experimental, edgy and powerful. It’s the creative shot in the arm this

like an oversized high school gym. Must be — I don’t know —thirty or forty of the most

town needs. This troupe has blown up every accepted trope in theatre and wildly succeeded.”

beautiful women in the world sitting there, and they’re all years younger than you are, and

He gave it ten “thumbs up” emojis and five stars. It was the first time Shauna had read anything

they’re all dressed like Beyonce.”

about anything she was involved in, and although she hated to admit it, it was thrilling.
The reviewer went on, and as Shauna read she started hoping, really hoping, that he would

“Not seeing that as a nightmare. Must be a guy-girl thing.”

mention something about her own performance. Images of fame forced themselves into her
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Shauna drew a red line on his cheek with her lipstick. “Then someone shouts out your

Shauna’s anxiety attacks came on more frequently, unpredictable and therefore all the

name, and you go in and pretend there’s nothing you’d rather do in your in your entire life than

more frightening. Her heart would start pounding, she would have trouble breathing, and then

serve beer to four male models that think they’re Tatum Channing.”

her stomach would go. Soon, she would be in the washroom, on the floor, throwing up. Once,
during a particularly excruciating episode after a show, there was knock on the bathroom door.

“Where does Oklahoma sit on the actor’s scale of respectability?”

It was Alannah. Shauna swung the door open and let her in. Alannah sat down on the floor
beside her, hugged her, held her, calmed her down. Told her about her own attacks, talked

“Closer to beer commercial than Shakespeare. Low-middles. But it’s a job, and I need a
job.” She glanced in the mirror, reconsidering her lipstick shade.

“Our parents would be happy.”

her through the worst of it. “Here,” she said, looking into Shauna’s eyes. “Take one of these.”
Alannah pushed a few green pills into her hands and left.

Over the coming weeks, Alannah and Shauna spent on a lot of time on bathroom floors
together. They became close, shared anxiety-attack horror stories, sent text messages signed:

“They’ve seen it, like, a hundred times. We used to sing it at home. Remember?”

“BBF: Bathroom Buddies Forever,” and “SOS: Sisters of the Stall”. Shauna’s anxiety came in
short, unexpected bursts; Allanah described hers as a “generalized anxiety, obsessive compulsive

“Ooooookla-homaaa!” Alan sang, or bellowed, drawing stares from the crowds on the

disorder combined with “a bunch of other things” – her psychiatrist’s term – and treated it with
a combination of therapy, meditation, alcohol, and a rainbow of prescription and street drugs.

street.

As it turned out, the psychotic act wasn’t all an act.
She shrieked and laughed. “That was horrible.”
Alan’s phone started beeping. “Time for the audition.”
The review in ARTX magazine started something. More reviews followed, more people
started to show up. They moved to a bigger theatre, and still more people would show. They
were actually making money. A full house every night, as they say. But most of the attention,

“OK, OK.” Shauna checked her make-up again and jumped out of the car. “Thanks
for coming today, Alan.” She leaned in the window and hugged him.

in the press and from the audiences, was focused on Alannah. She got the longest applause,
the best reviews. Shauna couldn’t understand it. Alannah was nice enough, a short, thin girl

“Break two legs, sister. You got this.”

with big eyes, lips and a long curly, red hair. She played the sweet, innocent, quirky girl that
happened to be borderline psychotic and liked blowing things up. But why her?

Shauna followed the signs on the door and down the hall, into a waiting room that was
jammed with over fifty actors. Most of them were on the few chairs lining the walls or sitting
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cross-legged on the floor, a few of them were stretching, few spoke to each other. Six of them
were wearing outfits suited for the role: bellowing, oversized frilly polka-dot dresses with white
bows in their hair and small lace umbrellas. Rookie mistake. Shauna started to do her breathing

“Thank you, Shauna. We’ll be in touch.” Shauna thanked them and walked off the
stage, wondering what happened.

exercises, going through all the steps her acting-meditation-life coach had given her. Inhale,
count to five –

It didn’t take long before those critical reviews for Chopin’s Brain turned into job offers.
Most of the troupe got calls from other local theatre groups or small movie parts. Alannah

“Shauna?”

got calls from agents in New York and California for Broadway theatre, mainstream movies,
national television programs. Real, paying jobs. At first, Alannah insisted she would never leave

She looked up. A short, unsmiling woman wearing a plaid shirt and track pants was
standing at the door. Shauna raised her hand. “Yes.”

the troupe, that this was her home. BFFs kind of thing. She swore to Shauna she’d always be
there for her, no matter what. Sisters of the Stall! Within three months, she was gone. Shauna
refused to talk to her, refused to say goodbye. If she had any feelings of betrayal, jealousy and

“You’re up.”

anger at Alannah, they were successfully submerged under an ever-rising ocean of drugs and
alcohol.

“What? Oh. OK, great!” Shauna felt her stomach turn. Already? “Yes, here I am!”
Nodding gamely to the unsmiling woman, she walked down a hall and through a door that

“Whatever happened to her? Alannah?” Alan asked. The audition was over: they were

opened up onto a large stage. There are only 305 seats in The West Village, one of those small,

sitting on the small balcony at the back of Shauna’s three-story walk-up in High Park. He

community-type theatres, but it looked much bigger when it was empty. A few bright spotlights

opened two cans of beer, handed one to Shauna, and sat on one of the old lawn chairs left over

were shining on her, and she could dimly make out the few men and women sitting in the fifth

from the previous owners. “Didn’t she get famous?

row.
“Kind of. The old story. Local actress makes it big, marries rich producer, gets addicted
“Hi Shauna,” one of the women said, sounding rushed and bored. “You’re auditioning
for the role of Ado Annie. Can you sing “I Cain’t Say No” for us, please.”

to drugs and alcohol, gets divorced and she’s done. Over.” Shauna sipped her beer, slowly.
She knew how close she had come close to the edge herself. It had taken years of therapy and
a series of interventions from Alan to keep her from going over. “This beer sure tastes cold,

Shauna nodded, swallowing so hard she could hear the sound reverberate off the back

doesn’t it?

wall. Then she started singing. It was an old, corny, silly, song, but she knew it, and had a soft
spot for it. She was halfway through the song when the lady with the bored voice cut her off.
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“Genuinely cold and so refreshing. Did she come back?”
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“Not that I know of.” She was lying. Alannah had come back. After the divorce, after

“It’s a job. Might be fun. This could be your big break.”

her fire had burned out, she had come back to the troupe. But she was still taking too many
drugs, drinking, and after all, as Shauna constantly reminded everyone, she was the one that

Shauna put her hands around her stomach. “So depressing.”

had left them. Why should they take her back? One night over a year ago, while Shauna was
home alone, Alannah had knocked at her door. Shauna could see her standing out there, crying,

They sat quietly for a few minutes before Alan spoke up again. “I don’t understand you.

shivering from the cold November wind that tore through her thin, worn Hermes jacket. Her

You want to act but get depressed when you get a job. You’re excited about every audition, but

pale skin had turned ashen, her small thin body almost skeletal. For the first time in years,

despondent if they call. You’re the Queen of Contradiction. The Princess of Paradox.”

Shauna felt all her anxiety symptoms coming back as they stood there, staring at each other.
Alannah mouthed the word “please”. Shauna felt like she was about to throw up. She shook her
head, shut the door, and ran to the bathroom. It was the last time she saw her.

Shauna turned around, not answering. They sat quietly, watching the sun as it sank
behind the roofs of the neighborhood houses. The heat of the day had eased off, and they could
hear a family having a barbecue in the backyard across the fence. The smell of half-cooked

A phone rang from somewhere on the deck. Shauna had to look for it, finally finding it
in her sweater pocket hanging on the deck chair. “Hello? Yes, it is. Oh, I did? Oh! Really? I’m

hamburger was everywhere. “Remember how our parents’ were always telling us to do what we
love?” she said. “That was bad advice.”

excited. Thank you!” She put the phone down, put her head in her hands and groaned. “Shoot
me. Please.”

“So bad. They should have told us to do whatever makes it easiest to pay the rent.”

“What happened? Did you get it? You got it! It sounded like you got it.”

“Why don’t you come work with me?”

“Not this Alan. Not this. I didn’t want this. It’s the beer commercial.” She looked up at

“You’re a carpenter, Alan.” It sounded more dismissive than she meant it, and she felt

him. “I’m such an acting slut.”

him wince.

“Oh.” Alan sat down and thought for a moment. “So don’t take it.”

“Writer-carpenter.” Alan corrected. “And you could never do what I do.”

“I have rent to pay, Alan. I’m not in a position to say no.” Shauna picked up another

“I should have helped her. I’m evil. I hate myself. And I want to quit.”

beer, then put it back. “This is officially the end of my career as an actress.”
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“Don’t stop, Shauna.” Alan was opening another beer, slapping at the mosquitos

“Is it too long? I feel like it’s too long.”

buzzing around his face. It was late now, and young stars were starting to appear in the black
sky.

“You should be a writer. You’re really good.” She threw her empty can in the recycling
bin with a noisy clang. “At that. At everything. You’re my jewel in the lotus.” Prozac requires a
“Why not? It’s over. It really never started.”

prescription and drugs are addictive. Alan, on the other hand, could be rented for a price of a
beer or two. It was a pretty good deal, overall.

“You couldn’t have helped her. It’s not your fault.”
“I’ve got a job coming up, Alan, and I need to rehearse. So. Can I get you a beer?
“Yes, I could have.”

There’s nothing I’d like to do more in my entire life than get you a nice, cold-tasting beer.”

Alan stood up, leaning on the rickety rail surrounding them. Then he looked back and
stared at Shauna. “You know what I think this is really about? It’s not the job. It’s something
else. I think it’s you. You want to be the compassionate one, the perfect one, the one that’s pure
and selfless. You want to be the Jesus figure. The Buddha in the lotus. And every time you don’t
live up to that, it kills you. It kills you that you couldn’t help Alannah, even though if you had—
if you had opened that door— you’d probably be back on drugs or dead by now. It still kills you
though, because it reminds you that maybe, just maybe, you’re more like us than you think. The
fallen ones. And for some weird reason, we want that too. We want you to be perfect as much as
you do. Because while we’re working away, swinging a hammer for eight hours a day, or filing
papers or adding numbers or stocking shelves, we need to think there’s someone down here that
hasn’t given up. That’s you. You’re the only one left. So suck it up, angel. Take the job. Serve the
beer. Even if it does kill you. Do it for us. Hell, as far as martyrs go, your job isn’t so bad.”

Shauna had forgotten she’d told him about Alannah. “That was really good, Alan.
When did you write that?”
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by Yash Seyedbagheri

he

Empty space envelops. Even blasting Netflix, stillness rises.

au

Coldness creeps upon me.

Some nights, I go for walks. Swaths of laughter rise, lilting,

th

cracked, roaring, bodies move behind windows, en route to life,
hugging, murmuring, shoving.

or

I try to snatch these small moments, but they slip.

I email classmates, but they’re absorbed in thesis pagination.

YASH SEYEDBAGHERI

Yash Seyedbagheri is a graduate of Colorado State University’s MFA program. His

Their own parties. I wouldn’t have fun, they say, describing
carefully constructed social networks. Maybe next time.

Next times overflow.

stories, “Soon,” “How To Be A Good Episcopalian,” and “Tales From A Communion
Line,” were nominated for Pushcarts. Yash’s work has been published in T he Jour nal of
Compressed Creative Arts, Write City Magazine, and Ariel Chart, among others.

I befriend Merlots, bitter, yet sweet, washing over me. I
remember little, but still feel the thinness of fabric before I sink
into gray slumber.
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